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Abstract. In this article, we show that a class of high frequencies of the three-
dimensional linearized elasticity system in a thin rod and their associated eigenfunctions
converge in a precise sense, as the area of the cross section of the rod goes to zero.
The limit model is a coupled one-dimensional problem giving the classical equations for
torsion and stretching modes in rods.

1. Introduction. It is the purpose of this article to show that the standard spectral
problem associated to torsional and stretching modes in linear elastic thin rods can be
derived mathematically from the standard three-dimensional eigenvalue problem of linear
elasticity through a rigourous convergence analysis as the area of the cross section of the
rod converges to zero. This result is obtained using a nonstandard asymptotic technique.

The asymptotic method was successfully used to study a large variety of problems in
elastic rods. We refer to Trabucho-Viano [28] for a survey and also Trabucho-Viano
[25]—[27], Alvarez-Dios-Viano [2], Aganovic-Tutek [1], Bermudez-Viano [4], Alvarez-
Vazquez-Viano [3], Rodrfguez-Seijo-Viano [22], Gruais [10], Le Dret [17]—[19]. The
mathematical justification of spectral problems in elasticity, using a rigourous asymptotic
technique, was firstly done by Ciarlet-Kesavan [7] who obtain the spectral biharmonic
problem for plates as a limit of the scaled three-dimensional elasticity problem as the
thickness of the plate tends to zero. Their idea was adapted and used to study different
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spectral problems: Le Dret [18] for a junction between two plates, Bourquin-Ciarlet [5]
and Lods [20] for a plate inserted in a three-dimensional body, Kerdid [13]—[16] for a rod
and junction between two rods. All these works are concerned with convergence of low
frequency modes of three-dimensional linear elasticity as the area of the cross section
tends to zero. The limit problem obtained for rods is the classical spectral problem asso-
ciated with flexural vibrations of a rod (see Theorem 1). However, the method cannot be
used in order to obtain the limit problem for higher frequency modes. This work provides
a first contribution to the study of the asymptotic behaviour of the high frequency modes
and their associated eigenfunctions in thin linear elastic structures, namely rods.

In fact, we show that, for suitable families of index (/™)mgN*,e>o, the eigenvalues
rjjm (e) of the three-dimensional elasticity problem of a rod with cross section having
area 0(e2) converge, as e —> 0, toward eigenvalues rjm(0) of a coupled one-dimensional
spectral problem giving the classical equations for torsion and stretching vibrations.
The corresponding eigenfunctions ul™ (e) also converge in a certain sense, at least for a
subsequence, and the limit displacement is of the form

um(xi,x2,x3) = {x26m(x3), -xi0m(z3),Cm(z3)),

where 0m and are the torsion angle and the stretching of modes associated with the
eigenvalue r)m(0).

2. The three-dimensional problem. Let u) be an open, bounded and connected
subset of R2 having area A(uj). Let 7 = dto be its boundary, which we assume sufficiently
smooth. In order to consider a possibly multiconnected cross section, we write 7 =
70 U 71 U • • • U 7P, where 70 denotes the exterior part of the boundary and 71,... ,jp the
boundaries of the bounded component of R2\o7, which we denote by u)\,... ,cop. The
outward unitary normal vector will be denoted by n = (ni,n2)- The coordinate system
Ox 1X2 will be supposed to be a principal of inertia system associated with the section
ui, which means that

/ xidx\dx2 = / x2dx\dx2 = / x\x2dx\dx2 = 0. (1)
J to J U) J oj

We define the second moments of area of uj as follows:

Ia= x2adx\dx2 (a = 1,2).
J UJ

Given £ € E, 0 < c < 1 and L > 0, we define

= Eu>, 7e = due = £7,

and we denote by Q£ = u>£ x (0, L) the open set that is assumed to be the reference
configuration of the rod. We denote by x£ = (arf, x^, £3) = {ex\, ex2,x3) an arbitrary
point in fle. The parameter e identifies the diameter of the cross section o>e, which
has area A(uj£) = e2A(oj). We suppose that the rod is clamped on both its ends
Tq = u)£ x {0} and = uj£ x {L}.

The material that constitutes the rod is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic
with Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratio is, and density p, all independent of e. Also
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used are Lame's coefficients A and p, related to E and v by the formulas:

vE E
(1 + z/)(l — 2v)' 2(1 + 1/)" (2)

From now on, we will employ the summation convention on the repeated index; more-
over, the Latin indices take their values in the set {1,2,3} and the Greek indices in the
set {1,2} (if the contrary is not mentioned). Also, the superindex e will be dropped
as £ = 1 and ', " are used to denote derivatives with respect to x3 for functions only
depending on this variable.

Let V(fl£) be the following space of admissible displacements:

V{ST) = K = («?) e [H1^)}3: vf = 0 on rg urf,}.
The spectral problem in linear elasticity is posed in the following variational form (cf.
Sanchez-Hubert-Sanchez-Palencia [24]):

(■r)s,ue) 6lx V(f2e), u£ ^ 0,

f cr£j(u£)e£ij(ve)dxE = t]£ f pu£v£dx£, for all v£ € V(Q,£),
Jne Jn'

where cr£(u£) = (c£j(u£)) is the stress tensor, related with displacement field u£ = (u£)
by the generalized Hooke's law

ofjOO = teepp(u£)Sij + 2 fie^iu5),

and e£(u£) = (e|j(u£)) is the linearized strain tensor

d
e£J(u£) = \(d£lu£]+d£v£L) (d£ := dxe-

It is well known (see Raviart-Thomas [21]) that the ellipticity of the precedent prob-
lem, due to Korn's inequality, warrants that the eigenvalues of the problem (3) form a
sequence that tends to infinity,

0 < rfi < r,l < • ■ • < jfm < • • •
and there exists an orthonormal Hilbert's basis {ue'm}m>i in [L2(f2£)]3 made up of
associated eigenfunctions, that is,

f ^i](u£'rn)e£ij(v£)dxE = rfM I pu£'mv£dx£, Vv£eV{Q£), (4)
JJ

and

/ pu£'mu£'ndx£ = 5mn, for all m, n > 1. (5)
Jne

Now, we introduce the following change of variable:

x = (xi,x2,x3) e fl xE — (exi,£x2,x3) e (6)

and the scaling of the test functions v£ G ^(f2£) that gives v(e) £ V(fi) defined in the
following manner:

va(e)(x) = ev£a(x£), vz(e){x) = v|(xe). (7)
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Then, from (4)—(7), an elemental computation proves that the scaled eigenfunctions
um(e) and the eigenvalues r?m(e) = rj^ verify the following spectral problem:

(r7m(£),um(£))eKxy(f2), um{e)^ 0,

/ pu™(e)vadx + e2 / pu™(e)v3dx
.Jn Jn

V e V{n), (8)

+

+ e2

be(um(£),v) = r?m(e)

where b£(-,-) is the bilinear form

be(u,v)=e~2 / [Xeaa(u)e0l3(v) + 2neap(u)ea0(v)]dx
Jn

/ [Xeaa(u)e33(v) + 4/ie3/3(u)e3/3(u) + Xe33(u)eaa{v)\dx
Jn

: / (A + 2p,)e33(u)e33(v)dx,
Jn

with the normalization condition:

f u™(eX(e) + e2 f u"(e)ug(e) = Smn, for all m,n > 1. (9)
Jn Jn

3. About the low frequency modes. The specific form of the rescaled problem
(8) is well adapted to a "limit" analysis when e approaches zero. A first and interesting
analysis was performed by Kerdid [14] using a combination of techniques introduced
by Ciarlet-Kesavan [7] for plates and Bermudez-Viano [4], Trabucho-Viano [26], and
Le Dret [18] for rods. In this way, a mathematical justification of the one-dimensional
flexural spectral problem of rods is obtained. The precise results of convergence are
proved in the next theorem.

Theorem 1. For each integer m > 1, there exists 77m(0) G R and wm(0) e V(f2) — {0}
such that as e —» 0,

e~2Vm{e) -> Vm{0) in R

and

wm(e) —> «m(0) strongly in V(fi),

with

«a (OX*) = C(®3), «r(0)(®) = -Xa(C)'(^3), (10)
where (77m(0), CI™, CT) £ R x L)]2 — {(0,0)}) is the m-th eigensolution of the
following coupled flexural spectral problem:

(77,0 e R X [H2(0,L)}2, C = (Ci,C2) ± (0,0),
rL rL (n)
/ Elp^px'pdxs = r)A(u) / CpXpdx3, for all (xi,X2) € [Hq(0, L)}2,

Jo Jo
normalized by

A(u>) f PCQdx3 = Smn. (12)
Jo
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If r)m(0) is a multiple eigenvalue of problem (11) then the convergence of the eigenfunc-
tions um(e) is satisfied only for a subsequence. □

Note that if (,p 7^ 0 in (11), then it satisfies the classical spectral problem of Oxp
flexural modes of a thin clamped rod, i.e. (cf. Roseau [23]):

EIp(fjp = vA{w)pC/3 in (0, L), C/3(0) = C^(,L) = 0, #(0) = C0(L) = 0. (13)

4. Towards the high frequency modes. Our primary motivation at the starting
of this work was to provide a similar method in order to derive a mathematical justifi-
cation of the classical longitudinal and torsional vibrations models for a rod, namely the
following spectral problems, respectively (cf. Roseau [23]):

-EC = vp( in (0, L), <(0) = ((L) = 0. (14)

9" = r/pO in (0, L), 0(0) = 0(L) = 0. (15)h+h
In Eq. (15), the constant J is the torsional rigidity coefficient of u>, defined by

J = h + h ~ [ [(diw)2 + (d2w)2]dxidx2
J u

where w is the warping function of w, defined as the only solution of the following
Neumann problem (dnw denotes the normal derivative):

—Aw = 0 in w, dnw = X2111 — Xin2 on 7, / wdxidx2 = 0.
J U)

We will use the torsional function of lu, which we denote by ip and define as follows. Let

Pi = diw - x2, p2=d2w + xi. (16)

Then

daPa = 0 in u, pana = 0 on 7, (17)

which implies (cf. Girault-Raviart [9]) that there exists a "stream" function such that
p = rot if), that is,

pi = diw - x2 = d2tp, p2 = d2w + xi = -di%p. (18)

Moreover, is constant in each component 7& of the boundary of w and, if we impose it
to be zero on 70, then it is given as the unique solution of the following elliptic boundary
value problem:

— Ail> = — rot(p) = 2 in w,
v = ° o„7o, (i9)
drip = 0 on 7,

J7k dnipd-f = 2A(u;k), k = l,2,...,p,

where dTil> denotes the tangential derivative of ip and A[u>k) the area of the hole
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A/i,i(e) Ah,2(e) A/i, 3(e) A^i4(e)

1/2
391.0
423.0

e = 1/4 429.0 3237.0

2589.0
3089.0

3397.0(*)
11283.0
12302.0

8538.0
13530.0(*)

33124.0
Table 1. Discrete scaled eigenvalues of 3D-problem

k = 1,2,... ,p. We remark that problem (19) is equivalent to

—Aip = — rot(p) = 2 in w,
tp = 0 on 70, (20)

dni> = -P2m +Pin2 on 7^, k = 1,2,... ,p.

Denoting by Ck the (constant) trace of ip on the boundary 7/-, the following alternative
expressions for the torsional rigidity coefficient are obtained:

J = - / xadaipdx\dx2 = 2 / ipdx\dx2 + 2CkA{uJk). (21)
J CO J u)

In order to obtain some information about the distribution of the eigenvalues of the
three-dimensional problem associated with torsional and stretching vibrations, we refer
to Irago-Viano [12] where problem (3) is solved for tue = (—§,§) x (—§,§), L = 10,
E = 105, v = 0.3, p = 1, using a finite element discretization and the inverse power
method. Indeed, letting A/l>m(e) = e-2%,m(e) where r]h,m{£) is the m-th eigenvalue of
the discrete version of problem (3), they obtain the results summarized in Table 1.

The symmetry of this particular case implies that the modes associated to flexural
vibrations have multiplicity 2. Also, since I\ = I2, all eigenvalues of the limit problem
(13) have multiplicity 2, and they can be explicitly computed (see Roseau [23] and Table
2).

If we fix the index m and let e tend to zero, the values obtained in Tables 1 and 2
confirm the result of Kerdid [15] (see Theorem 1), i.e.:

Ah,m(e) = £"2%,m(£) -> Vm(0), as e ^ 0.

On the other hand, the numerical method also gives us the corresponding eigenfunctions.

??i(o) 772(0) m(o) 774(0)
415.0 3158.0 12132.0 33153.0

Table 2. Limit eigenvalues

From Irago [11] it can be seen that the eigenfunctions associated to the eigenvalues
marked with (*) are torsional deformations. Then, if we denote by A^(e) the first scaled
torsional eigenvalue corresponding to the rodfi£, 0 < e < 1, we have

Ah (1) = Ah,3(1), A^(i) = Am(|),
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It seems that, in general, Aj(e) = Ah,ic{£) where l£ e N* and le —> +00 as e —> 0.
Consequently,

lim (e) = +00,
£—>0

and then all the torsional eigenvalues are concentrated at infinity. This fact explains why
they cannot be obtained by the classical asymptotic techniques introduced in Ciarlet-
Kesavan [7] and used in Kerdid [14] to obtain the flexural eigenvalues.

Our approach, in order to characterize this kind of eigenvalue, consists of varying I
and e simultaneously We construct then some families of index {^£}£>o that depend on
£. In addition, it is well known that the three-dimensional modes of a rod associated
with torsional and stretching vibrations have higher frequency than the flexural modes.
Then, we alter the coefficient £~2 from the expressions of the eigenvalues and we identify
some sequences (lE) such that l£ —> +00 and f7;e(e) converges as £ —> 0.

The result we obtain is developed in the next section.

5. Convergence analysis for high frequencies. Let £ be the set of applications:

!:£e(0,l]H!(E) = IEeN*,

such that

and for all £ G (0,1],

lim L — +00
E^0

7?;e(e) < Ki,

where Ki is a constant independent of £. In order to show that the set C is not empty,
we use the following lemma (Kerdid [15] for the proof):

Lemma 1. There exists an increasing sequence of constants Cm > 0, m > 1, independent
of e, such that

Vm(e) < Cme2, (22)

with

Cm —> +OO as TO —> +OO. □

Then, we associate to each integer to > 1 the family of index {7™}£>o defined by:

IT ' max{j € N*: 1y(£) <Cm}.

Obviously, lm G C for all to > 1.
Now, we enunciate the main result of this paper.

Theorem 2. For each integer to > 1, there exists lm £ C such that, as £ —> 0,

77zr(e) rjm(0),
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where ?ym(0) is an eigenvalue of the following limit spectral problem

(^.OeRx^fO.L)]2, (0,0^(0,0),
r>L fh

fiJ / O'x'dxs + EA(u>) / ('ip'dx
Jo Jo

pL rL

(I1+I2) pdxdx3 + A(u) p(<pdx3
Jo Jo

= V

3

(23)

for all (x,f) £ [H^0,L)}2.

In addition, there exists an e-subsequence (still denoted by e) and um(0) € V(fi) such
that, as e —> 0,

«o (e) u™(Q), weakly in L2[0, L; Hl (u)], (24)

euf (e) ^ u™(0), weakly in H1^). (25)

Moreover, um{0) = (u™(0)) is of the following form:

u™( 0)(x1,x2,x3) =x2dm(x3),

u%l(0)(x1,x2,x3) = -x16m(x3), (26)

""(O)^,^,^) = Cmfe),
where (0m,£m) € [Hq(0, L)]2. If ^ (0,0), then it is an eigenfunction of problem
(23) associated to r/m(0).

The proof of the previous theorem is decomposed in several steps that we enunciate
as lemmas.

Lemma 2. For each I e C, there exists a constant C; independent of e, such that for all
e, 0 < e < 1:

(27)
lluk(e)l|L2[0,L;tfi(a;)] < Cl,

lleu3 (e)l|//1(") < cL.

Proof. We define the following scaled strain tensor:

Kap(£) = e~leap{ul'{e)),

«Le3(£) = ea3{uh{e)), (28)

463(£) = £e33(u'E(e)).

Taking v = ulc (e) in (8) we have

2mI|k's(£)II[l2(£-2)]9 < be(ulc(s),ul'(s))

= PVh(e) < pKi-

Therefore,

llKi}(£)lk2(n) <Ci, 0 < e < 1,
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and consequently

\\ea0(ul°(e))\\L*m < Ci£ < Ci,

!|ea3(wic(£))|| L2(Q)<Ci, (29)

||e33(w'e(e))||L2(t2) < Cie~l.

Using Korn's inequality in [H1^)]2, we have

ll(ua (£))lli2[0,L;[//i(^)]2] = / | E (£)lll2fu>) + E (£)Hi2f^'l
0 ( a,0 a

< c(w) f | E lle«/3(w'E(£))lli2M + E lluaOOIl£i>(u
0 [ ct,/J a

= cM | E iie«/3(^(^))iii2(o) + Eiiu«(£)ni2(fi)
\ a

Now, the first conclusion of (27) is obtained from the first inequality in (29) and from
(9). The second inequality of (27) is a direct consequence of Korn's inequality in V(fi)
for ulc (s) = eule (e). □

Lemma 3. For each I e C, there exists an e-subsequence (still denoted by e), such that,
as e —> 0:

% (e) ->■ »?(0) inR,

ua(£)^ua(0) weakly in L2[0, L; H1 (uj)\, (30)

eu3* (e) —*■ ^3(0) weakly in i71(f2),

and there exist elements 9,(a,( G ii/o (0, Zj) such that:

til (0)(xi,2:2,2:3) = 2:20(2:3) +Ci(®3), (31)

u2(0)(2:i,2:2,2:3) = -xi0(x3) + (2(23), (32)

u3(0)(xi,2:2,2:3) = C(x3). (33)

Proof. Existence of an e-subsequence satisfying (30) is directly deduced from Lemma
2. From (29) we obtain

eQ^(w'e(e)) —> 0, weakly in L2(fl), as e —> 0.

Since w„(£) mq(0) weakly in L2[0,L\Hl(u)\, it follows that eap(ulc(£)) eap(u(0))
weakly in L2(f2). Then, we have eajg(u(0)) = 0, from which (31)-(33) are deduced (cf.
Trabucho-Viaho [28]).

Now, we set as in Lemma 2, u'£(e) = £u'e(e). From (29) and (30) we deduce that

ule{£) —*• u(0) = (0,0,W3(0)) weakly in [i71(f2)]3,
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and

\\eap(ul,!(e))\\z,2(Q) < Ci£2,

||eQ3(w'£(^))||L2(n) < Cie,

II ̂33 (^e (^) ) || L2 (n) < G.

Consequently, eQja(u(0)) = e3^(u(0)) = 0. Then «3(0) does not depend on the variables
X\ and x2, and (33) is obtained. □

Lemma 4. For each I e C there exists an e-subsequence (still denoted by e) such that

K\%{£) Ki3(0) weakly in L2(Q), (34)

with

k13{®){xi,x2,x3) = -\6' (x3)d2il>(x 1,2:2), (35)

H23{0){x1:x2,x3) = \d'{x3)d 1^(x1,x2), (36)

and

K33(0)(a:i,X2,a:3) = <'(2:3), (37)

where ip is the torsional function defined by (19).

Proof. Existence of the e-subsequence such that (34) holds is a consequence of (29).
Equality (37) is obtained from convergence (30) and Eq. (33). In order to prove (35)-(36)
we show that ^3/3(0) € L2[0, L; /f(div;u;)] and that we have

dpK3f3(0) =0 in L2[0,L;L2H],
1 (38)

n3g(0)ng = 0 in L [Q,L;H 2(7)].

In fact, taking v = (0, 0, v3), v3 e /f1(f2), v3 = 0 in To U F £ in (8), it gives

/ L '^PPJn
[\epp{uh(e))d3v3 + 2/j,e30(ule {£))d0v3]dx

+e2 / (A + 2n)e33(ulc(£))d3v3dx
Jn

= mSe)£2 / pul3e(£)v3dx.
Jn

Passing to the limit as £ —> 0 and on account of (29), we obtain

211 f K3p(0)dpv3dx = 0. (39)
Jn

The strong interpretation of (39) gives (38). Then, by using the div-curl theorem, there
exists an only function r <G L2[0, L; //1(w)] such that

k3i(0) = d2r, k32(0) = —d\T in L2[0, L; L2(uj)\, (40)

and for almost every x3 £ [0, L\, the trace of t(x3) on 70 is zero and on 7^ is a constant
Ck(x3), k = 1,2,Moreover, a.e. in [0,L\ r is the only solution of the following
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problem:

At = rot(«:3/3(0)) in u,

t = 0 on 70, (41)

dnr = -K32(0)ni + /t3i(0)n2 on -yk, k = 1,2,... ,p.

From (28) we have

rot(Kg^(e)) = d2e13(ulc(e)) - die23(ulc(e))

= \dz{d2ul{{e)-d iu'2«(e)) (42)

= \d3 Tot(ulQ (e)).

Using now (34) and Lemma 3 we have

rot(Kl3^(s)) —>■ rot(/«3^(0)) = \d3 rot(11/3(0)) = 9', weakly in //_1(f2).

Substituting the previous expression in (41) and from definition (20) of the torsional
function ip, we obtain

t(x3) = ~^9'(x3)ip, a.e. x3 e [0, L\.

The result is now concluded from (40). □

Lemma 5. For each I e C there exists an e-subsequence (still denoted by e) such that as
£ —+ 0

Ka/?(e) «a/3(0) weakly in (43)

where for almost every x3 € [0, L\, {Kap(0)(x3)) is a solution of the following problem:

/ [\npp(0)(x3)6af3 + 2/j,nap(0)(x3)]eap(<p) = —X('(x3) / epp(<p),
J (jj J id

for all ip — (ipa) e [H1(lo)\2. (44)

Then,

[ Kpp(0)(x3)dxidx2 = -r~P-A(uj)C'(x3). (45)
Ju A + H

Proof. Existence of the e-subsequence k'^e) weakly convergent in L2(fl) is obtained
from (29). Taking v = (ui, i>2,0), va £ Hl(n), va = 0 on To U Tl in (8), one has:

e"2 / [\eaa(uh(s))ep0{v) + 2fj,ea0(u1'(e))eap(v)]dx
Jn

+ / [2fie3p(ulc(e))d3vpdx + \e33(ulc (e))eaa(v)]dx
Jn

= Vh(£) / pul£{e)vadx.
Jn

Multiplying by e and passing to the limit as £ —> 0, we obtain

/ [\Kaa(0)epp(v) + 2nnai3{0)eap(v)]dx + / \hi33(0)eaa(v)dx = 0,
Jn Jn

for all (va) E [/^(fi)]2, wa =0onrouri. (46)
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Taking va(xux2,x3) = x(x3)<Pa{xi,x2), pa £ Hl(w), \ € H^(0,L), we deduce for
almost every x3 £ [0, L\:

/ [XKpp(O)Sa/3 + 2fJ,Ka0(O)]eap{'p) = ~\ / «33(0)Sa/3ea/3(^),
J (jJ J OJ

for all ip = (<fia) £ [H1^)]2. (47)

Now, expression (44) is concluded from (37). In order to obtain (45), it suffices to take
<pa = xa in (44). □

Using over-refined arguments, the elements nap(Q) obtained in the previous lemma
can be completely characterized below.

Lemma 6. The elements Kap(0) are of the following form:

K12(0)(Xi,X2,X3) = 0,

kh(0)(xi,x2,x3) = k22{0){xi,x2,x3) = 2^ + ^C'N-

Proof. It is similar to that of Kerdid [15], Lemma 5. □

LEMMA 7. For each I £ C, if t?(0) of Lemma 3 is not zero, then (a = 0.

Proof. Taking a test function of the form v = (X1>X2>0), \a £ H^(0,L) in (8) and
passing to the limit, we obtain

4/x / na3(0)x'adx = 77(0) / ua(0)xadx = r](0)A(uj) / CaXadx3.
Ji 2 Jn J 0

Using (35)-(36) and the property f daip = 0, we deduce

[ ka3(0)x'adx = ' ^ f d/3ipdxldx2 [ d'(x3)x'adx3 = 0, (3 ̂  a.
Jtt 1 Ju J 0

Then

rj(0)A(uj) [ CaXadx3 = 0, for all Xa £ #o(0,L),
J 0

from which we conclude £Q = 0. □

Lemma 8. The twist angle 9 £ Hq(0,L) and the stretching displacement ( £ H^(0,L)
satisfy

pL pL
[lJ / 6'x'dx3 + EA(u>) / ('ip'dx

J 0 Jo

77(0)

3

r L/ pL

(h + h) / p0xdx3 + i4(w) / p(<pdx3 ,
^0 ./0

for all (x,y) € [//q(0, L)]2. (48)
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Proof. Taking a test function v = (a^Xi ~xiX> e~V)> X> <P € ^o(0, £)> in Eq. (8) and
passing to the limit, we have

4/x / KQ3(0)eQ3(u)dx + / [2/xk33(0) + AKii(0)]^'da:
Jo ./o

= r?(0) pua{0)vadx + J M3(0)<p<iE j .

By substituting expressions (35)-(37) and (45), we obtain

r 0'x'dx3 + ̂ 2/i + A - J

= ?7(0) j(/i + I2) J p0xdx3 + A{oj) J pQ~pdx3 j ,

which coincides with Eq. (48) using (21) and (2). □
In order to deduce the final results, we define Am(e) = £~2r}m{£). Then Am(e) are the

eigenvalues of the following problem:

b£(u(e), v) = A(e) < e2 / pua(e)vadx + e4 / pu3(e)v3dx
I ./n Jo
for all f 6 V(fi),

and verify

0 < Ai(e) < Aa(e) < • •• < Aro(e) < • • ■ , (51)

A m(^) —>0 +00. (52)

Continuous dependence of Xm(e) with respect to e in (0,1] is well known. For e = 0,
continuity was proved by Kerdid [15] (see Theorem 1 above). In this framework we have
the following lemma, the proof of which is adapted from Castro-Zuazua [6].

Lemma 9. For each m > 1, there exists lm € C and a subsequence Sj —* 0 such that

£2AZm (e) = 7ht (s) = r?m(0), (53)eJ £J

where ??m(0) is the m-th eigenvalue of the coupled limit problem (23).

Proof. Suppose that for any Ej —> 0 and for any lm e £,

ijjm (Sj) = e]Aj™ fa) ± r,m(0). (54)

We define A(e) = rjrn(0)e-2. Since Aj(l) —> 00 as j —* 00, we can find a number i0 such
that for any i > io, A»(l) > r?m(0), and then Aj(l) - A(l) = Aj(l) - r/m(0) > 0. On the
other hand,

Aj(e) - A(e) —> -00 as e —> 0+,

since Ai(e) is a bounded function in [0,1]. Since Aj(e) — A(e) is a continuous function, there
exists a number e, such that Ai(ej) — A(gj) = r/m(0)e~2. By (54), the sequence {£i}i>i0
cannot have subsequences converging to zero, so that inf;>i0 et = e* > 0. Take A* =
A(e*) = rjm(0)(e*)-2. The number of eigenvalues corresponding to e = s*, {Ai(e*)}i>i0
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smaller than A*, is finite, and we can find a number i\ > io such that Ai(e*) > A* for
each i> i\. But, in this case,

A,(e) — A(e) —> — oo as e —> 0+,

while

Aj(e*) — A(e*) = A;(e*) — A* > 0,

and there must be some £t < e* with Aj(£j) = A(e,), which contradicts the definition of
£*. □

Lemma 10. For each integer m > 1, let lm G C be the family of Lemma 9. The whole
family o converges to rjm(0), as £ —> 0. In addition, if r?m(0) is a simple eigenvalue
of (23), then r/im (e) is also a simple eigenvalue of (8) for £ < £o small enough.

Proof. The proof is obtained using the theory of convergence of spectral families (cf.
Sanchez-Hubert-Sanchez-Palencia [24]). □

This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. Now, for more completeness, we give the strong
interpretation of limit problem (23) in order to compare it to the classical spectral prob-
lems for torsion and stretching in rods (see (15) and (14)).

Proposition. For each integer m > 1, the limit solution (?7m(0), 0m, (m) found out in
Theorem 2 verifies:

i) If 9m ^ 0, then (?jm(0),9m) is an eigensolution of the classical torsional spectral
problem

-pJO" = r)(h + h)p6 in (0, L), 6>(0) = 6{L) = 0. (55)

ii) If C,"1 / 0, then (r]rn(0),£m) is an eigensolution of the classical stretching spectral
problem

-EC" = VPC in(0,L), C(0) = C(L) = 0. (56)

Proof. We obtain the result by performing an integration by parts in the right-hand
side of (48). □

6. Conclusion. We have proved that each torsional and stretching frequency of an
elastic rod is the limit of a family of scaled frequencies of the three-dimensional elasticity
model of the rod as the area tends to zero. Moreover, it was shown that this is the
only limit that can be obtained with this scaling. We have also proved that the scaled
three-dimensional eigenfunctions converge in a weak sense. If the limit is not zero, then
it is a torsional or stretching eigenmode associated to the limit eigenvalue. However, the
lack of strong convergence does not allow us to assure that the limit of eigenmodes is
not zero. In this way, we provide a mathematical justification of classical equations for
torsional and stretching vibrations.
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